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About This Game

Infinity Saga's story revolves around Tetra, a teenage boy enrolled in college as an art major, who becomes smitten by teenage
girl named Autumn through a social networking site. One day Tetra gets invited to Autumn's home for movie night, as well as to

meet her cats. After running out of snacks, and unable to find Autumn's favorite chips, things go from bad to worse when the
electricity goes out, and leaves Tetra and Autumn vulnerable to the evil lurking outside their door.

Zombies!
Yes Zombies, and a host of other horrors await our heroes in the game Infinity Saga. (As well as new friends!)

Will our heroes be able to survive the onslaught of level grinding forced upon them? (Will you?)
Will our heroes be able to formulate strategies and plans to dispatch hard to take down foes? (Not on your first go)

Will Tetra get lucky and get a smooch? (Maybe more?)
Will Autumn be able to save her favorite chips from the clutches of evil? (They are pretty damn tasty!)

Only you can decide! But beware what lurks around the corner and save often.

Game Features:
ORIGINAL ART!

-Pixelated Cat Petting!
-Casual Play (Save anywhere and continue where you left off!)

-Side Quests
-Arcane Magic System

-Skill System
-7-9 Hours of Gameplay!
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underboob\/10. I do not know why people here on steam are complaining about this game engine. CRYENGINE is an awesome
engine with a learning curve that people will realize how powerful it can be. I highly recommend everyone to subscribe this
engine, if you are really determined to create CRYENGINE games, before making any reaction how bad it is. There are plenty
of tutorials available at crydev.net and video lessons like YouTube, etc. I understand the only drawback for using this game
engine would be the lack of programming knowledge.

CRYENGINE supports C++, Lua, and Python programming languages. However with the improvement of CRYENGINE's
flowgraph system, it actually makes gaming development more understandable and fun. I personally like how the documentation
explains the new AI flowgraph behavior scripting system that allows AI characters to behave or interact. Because it generally
uses the updated Modular Behavior Tree (MBT) system, it is considered a great learning experience to understand how AI
behaviors work, along scripting with Lua and flowgraph.

The terrain generator tool is also awesome. Developing real-time terrain geometry has never been so much fun, unlike UDK's
terrain generating system. The terrain generator is simple to use, painting terrain grounds, flora, and trees without any hesitation
. UDK terrain generator system does not have those simple features as CRYENGINE does.

I had purchased all CRYENGINE's PacktPub books in eBook format and they are all great reference books for game
developers who are interested in knowing more about the CRYENGINE.

I personally believe that CRYENGINE is the best engine for creating real-time open environments. UDK, on the other hand, is
only good for creating closed-end environments. However, CRYENGINE can also develop closed-end environments, but
renders beautifully with high level of detail.

Before subscribing to CRYENGINE, you must have a mid-to-high end GPU graphics card, like NVIDIA GeForce GTX or
AMD Radeons to experience CRYENGINE'S real-time performance. It should work fine on PCs with intel i5\/i7 or AMD FX
processors with 8GB ram or above.

BIG TIP: SAVE OFTEN!. Steampunk! Its Steampunk!
That is all.

Steampunk\/Steampunk
Get it now!!. Gulity of having to much fun of a game that cost me a few dollars, its very much a like a tablet runner but i enjoy
that i can use my mouse. The challenge isnt completing level 1-max level, its seeing the least amount of times you can die for
me going from level 1 to max. Worth the buy for a $. Only things i can fault is you can ignore the ninja's and just jump over
them and the there is no sense scaling of difficulty as you go through each level.. This review will have mixed feelings, so be
warned.

I love this game very dearly. It's probably the most fun I ever had in any game. The way people can manipulate their car is
unbelievable! It makes me want to train and get better at it every day! I literally play this game almost everyday after work. The
only downfall of this game is the community. I will give an example of my games today.

I have around 1700 MMR in Standard NON-Competitive and placed at Champ 1 last season. (Lost it immediately. It was the
first time I have ever been in the Champ rank.) Now you have context about my skill level. I usually solo queue up in Standard
Non-Competitive, because 3s are my favorite. If the games are going good, then my teammates are fine. No one complains
about position or anything like that. Even if we bump into each other, they are apologetic. This is fine. But my last game today
just really opened up my eyes in how terrible this community is.

Most of my games I played today were lost and my teammates immediately rage quit if they start making mistakes. I do not like
doing this, because how are you going to get better without getting your butt kicked every now and again. On my last game, my
teammates (PSYNET Guys) rage quit less than a minute into the game because we were losing 5-0. There is literally 4 minutes
left in the game, so I buy my time waiting for new teammates to queue up. My mindset now is, "Just play the game because your
teammates can't handle a beating." So I'm just messing around. Going up for thing I know I'm going to get beat to and going for
bad challenges. (At this time, I have new teammates that are actually sticking around. Steam players! Thank god!) I knew I was
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playing bad, but who cares? It's just a game, no one is really going to care that much. THINK AGAIN. My teammate types a
message to me saying "you sir really suck at defense". I type back saying, "I don't care. I'm just playing." I was expecting this to
be the end of the conversation, but he types back saying along the lines of "that sounds like something someone bad would say".
I just repeated what I said in Team Chat instead hoping he would get the picture, which he does. This isn't the first instance of
this happening, but it was the final one.

I might just be over reacting, but this community is really destroying my love for this game. I don't want to mute the chat
because there is some very relevant information like for kick-offs, who is defending and who needs boost. I cannot recommend
this game to anyone even though I want to. I would just say, just tread lightly with the community. The game, itself, is very
enjoyable though.

Edit: It may seem like I'm biased towards PSYNET players and I do apologize. I have played Rocket League on Xbox One and
cannot deal with the input lag. It's just so different and I can't break 1500 hours of muscle memory.. 0\/10.
Physically cannot play the game the menu loads for 1 full second and then all the text is gone as well as all textures and anything
else required to play the game. would not reccomend do not buy
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Oculus / Hydra user here. It works good with Oculus and a hydra setup. Game is very fun alot better then it looks. I will be
spending alot more time in this game. Would love to see Co-op in this game some day.. Basically, enemies have no AI on this
game!!! Just run and shoot. There's no fun in it. But the worst to me is the look and feel of an old game poorly made with Adobe
Flash.. tis a very neat game

get it

and the other ones.. The game is kinda nice, but it opens a console with an error message everytime I start it. If I close it, the
game closes. I can go on if I leave the console open, but after a little while the commands don`t respond anymore. I searched for
people with the same problem on the forums, and though there are many with the same problem, there seem to be no solution.
A shame :\/

UPDATE: The game had an update last week. I went to play full of hope, but old saves don't work anymore. And the commands
still stop responding as before... I give up -_-'. Decent Hidden Object Game, short but esthetically pleasing. There are very few
puzzles but the HO scenes are well done and there are 2 difficulty settings but no achievements. The story is not original (the
girl who must save her people from an evil influence) but the player can gather ingredients to make voodoo dolls and potions to
proceed and there are several locations to explore, unfortunately some backtracking is needed. Expert gamers will get bored
quickly, but it may be a nice experience for beginners.. Well, it is only $4. Keep your expectation in check, and you'll be
surprised. I gave it a try and soon I dumped an entire afternoon into it.

The goal is to fend off a series of invaders and "grow" your monster occupants while doing so. Despite the casual friendly vibe,
its a heavily micro'ed type of gameplay. Losing a monster can be devastating to your lineup early on.

I admittedly never branched off much into another style once I found monsters I liked and what worked, but there are many
different ways to play. Certain monsters are incompatible with each other, so its worth another play-through to experiment with
the "Free Battle" and different strategies.

Good challenge, very cheap, recommended.. I bought the whole set of lost lands. I find the games interesting but very very hard
to follow. It is a constant convoluted plot which while makes it fun it also makes it very difficult. I cannot search every senerio
for all the tools but must wait again and again to return. it makes it very hard to keep the overall plot in mind and becomes
boring.. OMFG this game is reeeeealllllly hard......it makes me almost cry. But if you like challenging game, this is right
decision for you. This game will show you what is challenging.. I thought 5 dollars was a little steep as well but then I discovered
it is difficult to find a compiled version of this game to run on windows. So considering all the work to make a piece of video
game\/ roguelike history easily available I would say 5 dollars isn't a rip off if you like these kind of games. I have played a few
hours and I have to say this game is really fun. Similar to Nethack and the like except I have noticed there is more of a maze set
up rather than connected dungeon rooms and I think food just heals HP since I haven't had my character go hungry. There are
also no classes to choose from. So yeah 5 dollars is a little steep but so far I don't regret buying the game but I can only
recommend it to hardcore roguelike fans.
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